Intel Writer
In literature if fame has overtaken you to dwell on one work is not so simple. An experienced reader
requires continuation and new stories. Just recall Joan Rowling, whose Harry Potter books have
become the most popular and best-selling books in the world. And in Russia, as research for 2018
shows, Boris Akunin and Tatyana Ustinova read the most. Their works are released in hundreds of
thousands of copies. Two more authors have total circulation of over a million.
The prima donna of the ironic detective and the crazy optimist this is the year Daria Dontsova has
retained these titles, just like the status of the most published writer in Russia. Last year, she
released 1.53 million copies of books. Detectives Dontsova grab like pies, and she, in turn, only has
time to compose new stories. Dontsova’s productivity is simply amazing: she writes a novel for a
month. And today she has on her account about two hundred works. By the way, the writer got into
the US Guinness Book of Records as the most prolific author and the highest paid. For each new
book, Dontsova receives 200 thousand dollars and even enters the Forbes list with an annual income
of 2 million. And also, based on her novels, they make series. But the work of Dontsova is not
limited only to the detective genre. The writer produces cooking recipes and adventures for
children.
Essay Writer
In children's literature, it is not she and not even Joan Rowling with Harry Potter who holds the
championship. The most beloved children's writer among Russians is still Korney Ivanovich
Chukovsky. In 2018, one and a half million books by the author were released more than the
modern British writer Holly Webb, who became famous for her series of books about kittens and
puppies and the detective girl Maisie Hitchins. It is unlikely that Chukovsky hoped for a big profit,
but if he lived in our time, his Moidodyr and Aibolit would surely make him a millionaire. It is
reported by Rambler.

